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Cut an 8 foot piece of beading thread. (Optional, you can run thread through thread wax.) Add thread to needle.

With thread end, loop it through the ring and make two knots, anchoring the thread to the ring. Make sure to leave a 5-6 
inch tail end. (fig. 1)

Pick up two delica beads, loop under ring and sew back through the second delica bead. You will start to brick stich a layer 
of beads onto your ring. (fig. 2)

Pick up a delica bead, loop under the ring and sew back through the bead. Repeat by adding a total of 33 delica beads 
on the ring. (fig. 3)

Tool Suggestions:
- Scissors

DIY0008 - DIY Silver Confetti Fringe Earrings -  Tropical Heat
Designed by So

Components List

(1) A006599 - White Bobbin Thread

(1) A006767 - Beading Needle

(1) Z010360 - 25mm Quick Links

(1) SB03817 - Tropical Heat Delica Mix

(1) TCZ0097 - Silver Hoop Earring Wire

Directions:
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You will start making your fringes. Pick up 4 delica bead. Skip the last 
bead, sew back down through the other 3 beads and through the 
delica that is stitched on the ring. Sew under the ring and up the next 
delica bead that is stitching on the ring.  (fig. 4)

Pick up 5 delica beads, skipping the last bead, sew back down 
through the other 4 and through the delica that is stitched on the ring. 
Sew up the next delica bead.

Repeat this fringe sequence with adding one more delica for each 
fringe. After you reach the 20 delica bead fringe, decrease 1 delica 
back around the ring until you’re back to the end with 4 delica fringe. 
(fig. 5) 

Tie both ends together and sew through a few beads and fringe 
before cutting off excess.

Open earwire loop and slide through fringed ring and close loop.

Repeat all steps for other earring.
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